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ABSTRACT

Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr is a challenging and difficult-to-cut titanium aluminide (TiAl) alloy with several

manufacturing issues because of the high sensitivity to crack formation and oxygen picking up.

Electron beam powder bed fusion (EB-PBF) made feasible TiAl near net shape components, but

the surfaces are particularly rough and present complex surface topographies. In this present

investigation, experimental analysis and optimization are proposed for electro-chemical machin-

ing (ECM) on as-built Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr surfaces manufactured using EB-PBF. Experimental runs

are performed under pulsed machining conditions and varying specific process metrics to under-

stand the machining effects on the process efficiency and removal phenomena. In particular, the

morphology and isotropy of the surface are studied before and after the machining by scanning

electron and confocal microscopies. The results establish the optimal machining conditions and a

range for the active machining time that produce, compared to the as-built surface, an extremely

smooth and isotropy surface without any detrimental effect on the surface integrity and

microstructure.

Keywords

roughness, titanium aluminide, electron beam melting, intermetallic, additive manufacturing,

surface finishing

Introduction

Among the powder bed fusion (PBF) additive manufacturing processes, electron beam

powder bed fusion (EB-PBF) exploits the power of an electron beam for processing

high-melting alloys,1,2 and also intermetallic materials as γ-TiAl.3 In particular, titanium

aluminide (TiAl) alloys have gained extreme importance in the aerospace industry to
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produce aircraft engine parts, where the replacement of nickel-based superalloys opens unique mass saving

possibilities4,5 and a significant reduction of time-to-fly and buy-to-fly ratios.6,7 Besides the specific properties

of strength and Young’s modulus, compared to nickel-based superalloys, TiAl shows an excellent creep resistance

at an application temperature ranging from 600°C to 800°C.8 Despite the great industrial interest, its application is

limited9 because the manufacturing of TiAl components is costly and challenging by conventional manufacturing

processes. Using a vacuum and hot working environment, EB-PBF makes feasible the production of crack-free

components with more homogenous mechanical properties than conventional casting. However, because of the

large particle size and hot environment, EB-PBF product shows low surface quality10 and low dimensional and

geometrical accuracy.11 In addition, owing to the heat transfer mode and the occurrence of sintering phenomena,

the EB-PBF surfaces present a complex surface topography characterized by a marked effect of the layer thickness

and sintered particles.10 Because of that, parts produced by the EB-PBF process are still referred to as near net

shape, and today a considerable number of post-processing operations based on cutting machining are performed

to achieve an acceptable level of finishing. However, high resistance at high temperature and low ductility make

TiAl difficult-to-cut materials12 and more challenging than other titanium alloys.13 Contact cutting machining of

TiAl is unstable because of the rapid and extensive tool wear14 and the microcrack appearance on the component

surface.15

In contrast to extensive research on the mechanical and microstructure characterization of TiAl alloys made

by EB-PBF,16 the literature addressing the TiAl machinability is still limited, considering either conventional or

nonconventional processes.4,12,17 The utmost functional advantages of these alloys need to be supported by new

research data paving for more easy and efficient finishing options. Rajurkar et al.18 proposed electro-chemical

machining (ECM) as a viable alternative to machine this kind of materials. The main advantage of ECM is the

removal method based on a chemical reaction occurring between a cathode tool and the anode workpiece in the

presence of an electrolyte solution.19 Conventional ECM utilizes continuous DC voltage, usually between 6 V and

30 V. The electrolyte fed into the inter-electrode gap (IEG) is, typically, an aqueous solution of NaCl or NaNO3.

Besides completing the electrolytic cell, the fluid is necessary to flush away the residues resulting from the ongoing

chemical reaction. Pulsed ECM (PECM) is a variation of ECM that allows for a more uniform electric distribution

across the gap.20 Therefore, ECM offers the potential of machining conductive materials without regard to their

mechanical properties21 and tool wear.18 For instance, Krausset al.22 successfully machined tungsten, and

Mathewet al. 23 used micro ECM to produce tungsten micro tools. Senthilkumar et al.24 investigated the

ECM process of LM25 Al/20%SiCP composite. Bassu et al.25 showed the possibility to produce high-complexity

microstructures for silicon using micro ECM. Investigating the machined surface of conventionally manufactured

titanium, Dhobe et al.26 showed that high surface quality could be achieved without any thermal effects on the

workpiece. They also attempted to produce an engineering surface for the generation of an oxide layer to improve

corrosion and chemical resistance under the action of a biofluid. For conventional TiAl, Clifton et al.27 showed

that surfaces with high integrity could be obtained. However, the choice of the electrolyte is critical to avoid

surface passivation that occurs with chlorides.

ECM is suitable especially for aerospace applications because the absence of any mechanical contact or

thermal effect on the workpiece is highly desirable. The main applications are based on the aerospace industry

as a finishing process for turbine blades, including internal channels.28 However, other applications were also

investigated, such as combs for seal elements,29 gears,30 molds, and dies, as well as for the production of medical

devices and other applications.31 Additionally, Bao et al.32 demonstrated the feasibility of ECM for aviation com-

ponents using pure water as an electrolyte. From an economic point of view, a comparison between ECM, milling,

and electro discharge machining showed the feasibility of large production for ECM compared with the other

technologies.33 Klink et al.34 assessed the technological and economic feasibility of turbocharger impellers by

ECM, resulting in a highly efficient result. Norajitra et al.35 found the ECM for processing tungsten divertor

components preferable to the electric discharge machining method, which was time consuming and costly.

For complex topographies such as the one obtained by powder bed fusion (PBF), Defanti et al. showed that,

for machining AlSi10Mg parts produced by laser PBF, a pulsed mode is necessary to avoid short-circuiting
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because of the release of satellite particles.36 Their findings also showed a decisive role of fluid dynamics in the

gap, in that preexisting pores resulting from laser PBF can cause a local surfeit of material removal.

However, the EB-PBF process differs significantly from the laser PBF because of the vacuum and the hot

working environment. Additionally, because of the high sensitivity to crack formation and to microstructure

inhomogeneities with respect to other alloys processed by EB-PBF, TiAl is usually processed at extremely high

temperatures, using a thicker layer and without contour. These process tricks avoid the temperature drops be-

tween one layer and the subsequent and guarantee a uniform temperature and a low cooling rate over the layer

and along the build. However, these working conditions contribute to generating unique surface topographies

with high surface roughness, which may make challenging the ECM process success and efficiency.

The present article investigates the viability of ECM as a finished process for finishing the high rough parts

produced by EB-PBF and made by Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr, a γ-TiAl alloy primarily used for the production of low-

pressure turbine blades.

Materials and Methods

SPECIMEN PRODUCTION AND ECM

The experiments consisted of producing specimens, in the shape of discs, manufactured in Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr by

an Arcam A2X, an EB-PBF system, and subsequent finishing by ECM operation. The overall procedure is delin-

eated in the flowchart in figure 1, together with the main steps of characterization.

The discs were 5 mm thick, and the diameter was approximately 60 mm. All specimens were built in a single

job using Arcam standard Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr powder with a size ranging between 45 and 105 μm. The chemical

composition is given in Table 1. The disks were manufactured with their axis (or the generatrix of the cylinder)

perpendicular to the build direction. Solid supports attached the discs to the start plate to ensure a good heat

transfer between the specimens and the build platform. The solid support for each specimen consisted of five

pillars with a separation width equal to 2 mm. As mentioned above, the parts were processed in a high-temper-

ature environment using a thick layer thickness equal to 1,050°C and 90 μm, respectively. The comprehensive

melting process parameter setting consisted of a reference current equal to 10 mA (reference length 25 mm), a

focus offset equal to 15 mA, a speed function of 40, and a line offset equal to 0.3 mm. The scanning path was

rotated by 90° for every successive layer. The aforementioned parameters would allow to replicate the experi-

ments. The choice of a thick layer and the absence of contouring were expected to give a high roughness of the

as-built surfaces. The EBM parameters were constant for all the specimens, in order to achieve a fixed initial

condition to be machined with varying ECM parameters.

The finishing operations were carried out using an IMPULSE ECM 50 machine, supplied by pECM System

LTD (Yorkshire, UK). The machine works with a maximum voltage of 24V and a maximum current of 1,000A.

The system incorporates a numerical control that allows managing the speed and position of the tool. The electro-

lyte was an aqueous NaCl solution that was selected for the low cost, high safety, and availability. The active end of

the tool was a cylinder of CuCrZr alloy. The electrolyte was pumped in the IEG through a specifically designed

PLA dispenser to confine and direct the electrolyte flow so that the same electrolytic cell was adopted as in Defanti

et al.36 The density of the electrolyte was maintained at 1.071 g/cm3 through all the tests. For all the ECM tests, the

initial IEG and the flow rate were fixed to 0.5 mm and 3.63 L/min, respectively. ECM was operated in a dynamic

mode under pulsed current by varying the following machining parameters: voltage (V), duty cycle (DC), feed

rate (f), and machining depth (d). The latter being the final tool position if the zero of coordinates is set on the

peaks of the as-built surface, where the tool contacts the surface to be machined. The ECM conditions studied

during the experiments are listed in Table 1, together with sample nomenclature. The choice of the parameters

and of their span was based on previous experience and preliminary tests of ECM finishing of titanium alloys. The

following code identifies the specimens: V(V)_DC(%)_f(mm/min) _d(mm). The fourth column in Table 1 shows

the active machining time (AMT), calculated by multiplying the total machining time by the DC. The AMT is the

effective time of current flow among the tool and the workpiece when the time-off is subtracted. Based on
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FIG. 1 Flowchart of the manufacturing, machining, and characterization steps.

TABLE 1
Sample nomenclature and ECM process parameters

Sample Voltage, V Duty Cycle, % Active Machining Time, s Feed Rate, mm/min Machining Depth, mm

20_20_0.5_0 20 20 12 0.5 0

25_30_0.5_0 24 30 18 0.5 0

20_20_0.5_−0.5 20 20 24 0.5 −0.5
24_30_0.5_−0.5 24 30 36 0.5 −0.5
20_40_0.5_−0.5 20 40 48 0.5 −0.5
24_60_0.5_−0.5 24 60 54 0.5 −0.5
20_20_0.5_−1.0 20 20 36 0.5 −1.0
24_30_0.5_−1.0 24 30 48 0.5 −1.0
20_20_0.2_−0.5 20 20 60 0.2 −0.5
24_30_0.2_−0.5 24 30 90 0.2 −0.5
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literature studies that showed a beneficial effect of high voltage on TiAl during ECM,12 the machine was operated

at the highest voltage range available to test high values of current density.

A preliminary test was conducted in continuous mode, with a voltage equal to 24V and the final height set at

−0.5 mm. This test was meant to measure the current flowing in the electrolytic cell.

The theoretical material removal rate (MRR), expressed in grams per minute, was calculated by applying

Faraday’s equation for a metal alloy according to equation (1):

MRR =
m
t
=

I

F
P

i
xiZi
Ai

(1)

where m is the removed mass, expressed in grams; I is the current, expressed in amperes; t is the total machining

time in minutes; xi, Zi, and Ai are the weight fraction, the valence, and the atomic weight (expressed in g/mol) of

the element ith element according to Table 2, respectively; F is the Faraday’s constant and was set equal to

96.485 C/mol.

In order to estimate the productivity under each machining condition, the value for t used to compute the

MRR was the total duration of the ECM process, i.e., the AMT divided by the DC.

CHARACTERIZATION

A representative specimen porosity and distribution of pores were investigated by an X-ray computed tomog-

raphy scanner (CT-scan) (GE Phoenix v|tome|x s). The scans were performed using a voltage of 235 kV,

a current of 110 μA, and 0.5-mm-thick copper filter. In order to achieve a higher resolution, a region of interest

(ROI) was selected for the scanning. Therefore, the selected voxel size was 0.025 mm, equal to about one-fourth

of the layer thickness and smaller than the smallest powder particle dimensions. The ROI also included a

portion close to the solid support. The post-processing of the acquired CT projections was performed using

VGStudioMax 3.4. With the same software, the three-dimensional (3D) volume was reconstructed, and the

porosity analysis was carried out with the integrated tool after the definition of the external surface of the

scanned ROI. The external surface was determined using the average material grey and average background

grey values.

Each sample was inspected through the Nikon SMZ1270i Stereo Microscope (Nikon, Japan). The roughness of

all the as-built samples and the corresponding EC machined surfaces was ascertained according to ISO 25178-2.37

The surface topography was analyzed using a Nikon LV 150 Confovis Microscope under the setup described as

follows: 100x microscopic objective; scanned area of 2.42 mm by 1.72 mm obtained by stitching 3 by 2 scan patches

acquired using the double exposure method. After form removal, maps were processed by a FALS filter, according to

Rajurkar et al.,18 with a cut-off of 0.008 μm and 0.1–99.9 % bilateral symmetric threshold filtering (for removing

spikes). The resulting maps were then scrutinized to confirm surface homogeneity and used to extract the 3D aver-

age areal surface roughness (Sa).

Moreover, reduced peak (Spk) and valley (Svk) height were determined, as well as skewness (Ssk) and kur-

tosis (Sku). Owing to the heterogeneity of the as-built sample, the machining effectiveness was evaluated by

comparing one-to-one the surface morphology before and after the ECM finishing. As prescribed in ISO

25178-2:2012,37 the surface characterization was strengthened by calculating the texture aspect ratio (Str)

and the texture direction (Std), as in Denti and Sola.38 Str ranges between 0 and 1, where zero indicates high

TABLE 2
Chemical compositions of the Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr

Factor Ti Al Nb Cr

Weight, % Bal 33.4 5.1 2.2

Valence 4 3 0 0
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anisotropy and 1 signifies high isotropic surface texture. Std represents the lay of the surface features. The spec-

imens were positioned so that, in the polar spectrum, the angle 0°/180° is parallel to the layers and orthogonal to

the build direction.

The sample surface morphology of each specimen was observed inspected by using a scanning electron

microscope (SEM; Quanta-200, Fei Company, Oxford Instruments, UK) to investigate the removal phenomena.

The experimental MRR was determined as the product of the machined volume times the material density,

measured using the Archimedes method and equal to 4.071 g/cm3. The machined volume was quantified via

calibrated optical images and confocal microscopy to measure the diameter and depth of the eroded zone.

Each sample was cut along a plane perpendicular to the ECMed surface and aligned to the build direction for

the EB-PBF process. Polished sections were observed using a Nikon SMZ1270i microscope, and measurements on

the peaks and valleys were collected on the calibrated images. Furthermore, the specimen sections were etched

using a solution of Kroll (6 vol.% nitric acid and 3 vol.% hydrofluoric acid in water), and the surface was photo-

graphed with the Nikon SMZ1270i.

A summary of the metrics of performance that have been used for the assessment of the results and the

methods by which they were measured is provided in Table 3.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the 3D reconstructed geometry of a portion of the sample acquired by X-ray CT scanning. The

sample surfaces are characterized by the typical ripples along the build direction (fig. 2A) because of the absence

of contour melting strategy and the thick layer thickness. The ripples are blurred closer to the support structure

and become well defined along the build direction (fig. 2B). The as-built specimen morphology can also be well

appreciated through the polished cross-section of the sample (fig. 3A), where peaks as high as 200 μm and deep

valleys (400–500 μm) were spotted. The build direction during the EB-PBF process was vertical in the image, as in

all the polished sections shown for the machined specimens. Cracks aligned to the layers generated by the high

TABLE 3
Key Performance Indicators and methods used for their assessment

Key Perfomance Indicators Measuring Method

Reduction of Sa Confocal microscopy

Reduction of Spk Confocal microscopy

Reduction of Svk Confocal microscopy

Increase in Str (closer to 1) Confocal microscopy

High MRR Calibrated optical and confocal microscopy

Surface homogeneity SEM observation

Absence of intergranular corrosion SEM observation

Absence of intergranular corrosion

SEM observation

Optical microscopy of etched sections

FIG. 2

X-ray CT analysis of the

as-built surface: (A)

cross section of the

sample and (B) 3D

surface reconstruction.
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thermal gradient between the melted material and surroundings are visible close to the external surfaces during

the EB-PBF process. The complexity of the surface topography was depicted in figure3B, in which it is possible to

observe sintered or partially melted and deep valleys.

The porosity analysis showed low pores (fig. 4) and a defect volume ratio of 0.26 %, corresponding to a

relative density value equal to 99.74 %. Large pores with an irregular shape were detected (fig. 4A). However, the

presence of these pores is localized at the boundary between the bulk material and the support structure, where

the transition area causes low thermal stability. Most of the pores (fig. 3B) have a small dimension (lower than

0.4 mm) and a high sphericity index (higher than 0.6), which indicates a nearly spherical shape of the pores.

A current between 100 A and 112 A flowing through the electrolytic cell was selected from the preliminary

test conducted in continuous mode. The complete set of results is collected in Table 4, where the surface param-

eters are collected for each specimen in the as-built (AB) and machined (Mach.) conditions. Percent reductions

are computed for the quantitative parameters Sa, Spk, and Svk, whereas the descriptive metrics Ssk, Sku, Str, and

Std are displayed for the qualification of the surface morphology. Figures 5 and 6 collect the cross-section and

surface topography for each machined sample.

FIG. 3 As-built sample: (A) cross section and (B) 3D surface map.

FIG. 4 X-ray CT analysis of the as-built sample: (A) porosity analysis and (B) sphericity index.
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TABLE 4
MRR and the surface parameters for each sample in the as-built (AB) and machined (Mach.) conditions

MRR and the

Surface Parameters

Material Conditions

and Comparison 20_20_0.5_0 24_30_0.5_0 20_20_0.5_−0.5 24_30_0.5_−0.5 20_40_0.5_−0.5 24_60_0.5_−0.5 20_20_0.5_−1.0 24_30_0.5_−1.0 20_20_0.2_−0.5 24_30_0.2_−0.5

MRR mg/min 3.25 3.86 2.2 1.93 3.52 5.95 1.41 … 1.48 1.85

Sa, μm AB 58.7 57.1 58.9 80.1 59 65.7 65.8 … 64.1 62.9

Mach. 29.4 29.3 24.6 17.8 12.8 5.1 13.5 … 9.9 6

Reduction, % 50 49 58 78 78 92 79 … 85 90

Ssk AB 0.021 −0.609 −0.456 −0.387 0.101 0.744 −0.456 … 0.214 −0.717
Mach. −0.245 −0.445 −1.34 −0.173 0.11 −0.007 −1.34 … −0.041 −0.149

Sku AB 2.65 3.6 3.44 2.66 2.88 3.94 3.44 … 3.47 3.84

Mach. 3.06 3.1 5.07 3.18 3.54 5.04 5.07 … 2.78 3.24

Spk, μm AB 66 53.4 56.8 52.8 56.5 60.4 56.8 … 86.6 44.7

Mach. 23.5 18.3 8.03 19.7 18.1 6.3 8 … 12.1 6.2

Reduction, % 64 66 86 63 68 90 86 … 86 86

Svk, μm AB 59.1 109 98.2 112 87 136 98.2 … 75.5 113

Mach. 41.3 44.1 61.4 26.4 15.8 7.3 61.4 … 10.3 7.9

Reduction, % 30 60 37 76 82 95 37 … 86 93

Str AB 0.241 0.260 0.341 0.175 0.194 0.111 0.139 … 0.099 0.445

Mach. 0.230 0.217 0.122 0.356 0.260 0.394 0.405 … 0.197 0.709

Std AB 174 175 6 175 4 4 6 … 177 29

Mach. 4 177 176 3 3 177 3 … 177 172
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The comparison by one-to-one sample showed the following results. For all samples, the surface roughness

was decreased to a great extent by the EC machining. For d equal to zero, the ECM finishing provides a reduction

of Sa of 50 % and 49 % for the samples 20_20_0.5_0 and 24_30_0.5_0, respectively. The corresponding section

(fig. 5A and 5B) shows that, despite a consistent roughness decrease, the machining of peaks is almost complete,

whereas valleys are still noticeable. Figure 6A and 6B show that the surface topographies confirm that finding,

partially described by the Spk and Svk values. In fact, the peak reduction percentage (Table 3) is 64 % for

FIG. 5 Sections of ECMed samples: (A) 20_20_0.5_−0.5, (B) 24_30_0.5_−0.5, (C) 20_40_0.5_−0.5, (D) 24_60_0.5_

−0.5, (E) 20_20_0.5_0, (F) 24_30_0.5_0, (G) 20_20_0.2_−0.5, and (H) 24_30_0.2_−0.5.

FIG. 6 The 3D surface maps of the ECMed samples: (A) 20_20_0.5_−0.5, (B) 24_30_0.5_−0.5, (C) 20_40_0.5_−0.5,
(D) 24_60_0.5_−0.5, (E) 20_20_0.5_0, (F) 24_30_0.5_0, (G) 20_20_0.2_−0.5, and (H) 24_30_0.2_−0.5.
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specimen 20_20_0.5_0 and 66 % for specimen 24_30_0.5_0, whereas the valleys show a reduction of only 30 %

and 60 % for the specimens 20_20_0.5_0 and 24_30_0.5_0, respectively. However, it should be considered that

confocal microscopy is likely to underestimate the depth of valleys, as in the case of narrow and deep cracks, the

measurement can lose efficacy.

An increasing d up to 0.5 mm below the surface of the as-built workpiece showed improved efficacy of the

finishing process (Table 3). Sections of the samples 20_20_0.5_−0.5 and 24_30_0.5_−0.5 are shown in figure 5B

and 5C, and the surface maps in figure 6C and 6D, respectively. In particular, for the sample machined with a

voltage and a DC equal to 24V and 30 %, respectively, the Sa reduction is remarkable (78 %). The section and the

surface map revealed a further machining progression with respect to the corresponding counterpart stopped at

d= 0 mm.

The samples 20_20_0.5_−1.0 and 24_30_0.5_−1.0 exploited an even increased d. Owing to the extended tool

path, the IEG for the latter test clogged. For this reason, the test was aborted. However, the first test was conducted

entirely and provided an Sa reduction similar to that counterpart machined with d=−0.5 mm. The test

20_20_0.5_−1.0 was not included in figures 5 and 6 because of the short-circuiting problems.

Increased DC (samples 20_40_0.5_−0.5 and 24_60_0.5_−0.5) showed an impressive Sa reduction from 78 to

92 % (Table 4). Moreover, the Spk and Svk values (Table 4) show the machining effectiveness in reducing the

valleys and the peaks. The sections reported in figure 5E and 5F and the maps in figure 6E and 6F confirm that

these ECM conditions provide a planar surface without peaks or valleys.

A lower f than 0.5 mm/min, corresponding to the samples 20_20_0.2_−0.5 and 24_30_0.2_−0.5, verified if

the results with a higher DC were comparable to those with a lower speed, as both involve high values of AMT.

The sections of these specimens are represented in figure 5G and 5H. Similarly to what was attained with higher

DC, the lower f reduced Sa by approximately 84 % and 90 % (Table 4), and peaks and valleys underwent a similar

diminishing.

Figure 7 reports SEM images of specimen 24_60_0.5_−0.5, in which three different zones can be distin-

guished: (A) the finished surface, (B) the transition surface between the machined and the not machined (as-built)

surfaces, and (C) the not machined surfaces (as-built). The as-built surfaces (fig. 7C) show satellite particles

presence and the unevenness related to the layer overlapping. Figure 6A and 6B allow appreciation of the

progressive erosion phenomena. The material removal begins with the satellite particles detachment, proceeds

with the peaks dissolution, and continues with a surface flattening. However, because of the initial morphology

produced by EB-PBF and to the memory effect amplified by fluid dynamic occurrences, in agreement with

Defanti et al.,36 valleys are sometimes reproduced at a lower depth or turn into “canyons” eroded into the speci-

men (fig. 6A). The result is confirmed by the measurements taken on the calibrated images of the group of

samples corresponding to figure 4A–4D, where the depth of valleys is in some cases maintained even for a

d value that is nominally sufficient to erase the valleys that were present on the as-built specimens completely.

It can be reckoned that, in all the tests with an AMT shorter than 40 s, the ECM process was stopped too early and

was insufficient to flatten the initial morphology. Good results are initially obtained with the erosion of peaks,

FIG. 7

SEM image of the

specimen 24_60_0.5_

−0.5: (A) ECMed surface

with a “canyon”

highlighted by the

dotted line; (B) AB-

ECMed transition zone;

(C) AB zone.
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whereas valleys require further machining. Above that AMT threshold, both a DC increase and an f reduction

allowed the achievement of smooth surfaces. Deeper machining is not viable because of incorrect electrolyte flow

through the IEG, insufficient debris removal, and short-circuiting. The result is that peaks are efficiently removed

at the commencing of the ECM process, but the erosion then stops prematurely.

In the best cases, as for sample 24_60_0.5_−0.5, the central area of the machined surface is exceptionally

smooth, with some local morphological variations because of the electrolyte flow (fig. 8A). The result agrees with

previous studies reported by Defanti et al.36 on AlSi10Mg produced by L-PBF and Kozak and Zybura-Skrabalak,39

where the flow field in the gap can cause a localized surplus of dissolution. In the present research, differently from

Kozak and Zybura-Skrabalak,39 the local increase of the electrolyte speed does not produce ripples but turns instead

into an additional surface smoothing effect. The different outcome is likely to be ascribed to the high hardness of

TiAl. The magnification in figure 8B allows appreciating a detail of one of the crests that remain on the generally

smooth surface. These edges derive from defects generated during the EB-PBF process because the inner surface of

the defect shows the morphology typically obtained during solidification. Because of the flow field, the upstream

region suffers from insufficient machining, whereas the erosion is more pronounced downstream.

Figure 9 shows a visual portrayal of the effect of the ECM process on the bearing area using the Abbott-

Firestone curve of sample 24_60_0.5_−0.5 compared with the corresponding as-built counterpart. An additional

effect of the ECM process is the anisotropy reduction as the EB-PBF as-built parts. In general, the anisotropy of

the AB surfaces was reduced after machining, to a great extent that is quantified by the Str increase (Table 4) that,

in the best cases, is impressive and equal to 200–250 %. The first dominant surface direction calculated using the

Fourier transform is around 0°/180° for all the specimens, before and after ECM, but the isotropy of the surfaces

was significantly enhanced after machining. Figure 10 shows an example of a polar plot of texture direction for

the AB surface and the machined counterpart, in which no privileged direction of surface structure can be ob-

served. The result is totally analogous for sample 24_60_0.5_−0.5.
Figure 11 shows the etched sections of sample 20_20_0.2_−0.5 and corresponding AB. Specimen 24_60_0.5_

−0.5 shows the same result. The grain structure obtained by EB-PBF is not affected by the ECM process. The

FIG. 8

Sample 24_60_0.5_

−0.5: (A) central area;

(B) detail of a residual

crest.

FIG. 9

Abbott-Firestone curve

of sample 24_60_0.5_

−0.5 as compared with

an AB surface.
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unvaried microstructure confirmed the finding reported by Klocke et al.40 and the definition of ECM as a “cold”

technology that does not generate any thermal and local microstructure modifications. Contrary to previous ECM

studies addressing other metals, such as aluminum alloys,36 no intergranular corrosion was observed in the SEM

images or the etched sections. The absence of intergranular corrosion for TiAl ECMed in a NaCl environment is

consistent with previous findings available in the literature.41

Figure 12 plots the effect of MRR and the AMT on the Sa values to present an overall perspective of the

process performances in the experimental domain considered in this research. Figure 12A shows that low surface

FIG. 10 Polar plot of texture direction for the specimen 24_30_0.2_−0.5: AB (A) and machined (B).

FIG. 11 Etched sections of sample 20_20_0.2_−0.5: AB (A) and machined (B).

FIG. 12 (A) Plot of Sa versus MRR; (B) plot of Sa versus AMT.
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roughness values are generally associated with machining conditions characterized by low MRR. An extremely

interesting exception can be spotted for test 24_60_0.5_−0.5, which provided the highest MRR together with

one of the smoothest surfaces. The best results with regard to the surface finish were achieved for the

samples 24_60_0.5_−0.5 and 24_30_0.2_−0.5, with comparable values of areal surface roughness cut down to

5–6 μm, and a highly effective flattening of peaks and removal of valleys. Nevertheless, it is worth remarking

that the two machining conditions provide significantly different values of MRR. The test 24_60_0.5_−0.5
benefits more than three times higher productivity for equally smooth finished surfaces than for the test

with a reduced f. In the considered conditions, a DC of 60 % is not too high to hamper the flushing of the

machining residues if the d does not exceed −0.5mm. The plot in figure 12B shows that a strong relationship

might be established between Sa and AMT: surface roughness decreases quite regularly by increasing AMT.

This finding is well in agreement with some work in the literature.42 Similar values of MRR were measured also

measured by Klocke et al.40 However, it is impossible to compare the surface roughness values because they

polished the specimens before the ECM process to eliminate the initial surface morphology.40 A final remark

in the discussion should be dedicated to the geometry of the EC machined surfaces. The findings are promising

for a relatively smooth extension of the feasibility of ECM for the finishing of curved or generally more complex

surfaces, on condition that the dielectric dispenser is designed so that to ensure a proper electrolyte flow through

the IEG.

Conclusions

TiAl was successfully machined by ECM, with a surface roughness reduction of approximately 90 % in the best

case. With respect to the parameter space that was used for experimenting, the optimal machining conditions

were found to be a voltage of 24V, a d of 0.5 mm below the as-built surface, and an AMT between the 50s and 90s,

achieved by acting on the DC or f. Higher machining depths produced or short-circuiting problems or a negligible

process efficiency enhancement.

Extremely high productivity was accomplished using a DC and a f of 60 % of 0.05 mm/min, respectively,

without any detrimental effect on the surface integrity. ECM effectively reduced the anisotropy of the layered

surfaces while keeping the grain structure unaltered and without causing any intergranular corrosion. The key

advantage of a solution that combines EBM and ECM is the overcoming of the manufacturing difficulties that

hamper a quicker diffusion of TiAl. The findings corroborate the hypothesis that the flow field in the gap, in the

presence of geometrical unevenness, is decisive on the onset of enhanced erosion phenomena. The local increase

of the electrolyte speed does not produce ripples but turns instead into an additional surface smoothing effect. A

limitation of ECM finishing of EBM-made parts is the use of a dedicated tool, whereas tool-less processes benefit

from a more straightforward application. Developments of this research are tackling innovative tooling options to

strengthen the impact of the current results.
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